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___________________________________________________________________ 

To: Council 

On: 30 April 2015  

___________________________________________________________________ 

Report by: Director of Finance & Resources 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Heading: Local Government Boundary Commission for Scotland – Fifth 
Review of Electoral Arrangements – Consultation on Ward 
Boundaries  

___________________________________________________________________ 

1.           Summary 

1.1 The Local Government Boundary Commission is currently undertaking 
its Fifth Review of Electoral Arrangements in Scotland. In 2014, the 
Commission completed that part of its Review dealing with the number 
of councillors for each council area. The Commission has now issued 
its proposals for consultation in relation to the Ward boundaries within 
the Renfrewshire Council local authority area. 

1.2  The purpose of this report is to provide elected members with 
information on the detailed proposals put forward by the Commission 
and to provide members with the opportunity to consider their response 
to the consultation. 

1.3  The consultation paper issued by the Commission is included as an 
appendix to this report 

___________________________________________________________________ 

2. Recommendations 

2.1 It is recommended that the Council  

Item 3
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(a) agrees that a response to the consultation should be sent to the 
Local Government Boundary Commission for Scotland making the 
points set out in Section 4 of this report; and 

 
(b) notes that a 12 week public consultation will take place later in 

2015. 

_________________________________________________________ 

3.            Background 

3.1 On 19 March 2015, the Local Government Boundary Commission for 
Scotland issued proposals to all councils on wards within each council 
area. The proposals are at this stage for consultation with councils only 
with the deadline for councils to respond to the consultation being 14 
May 2015. Thereafter, it is intended that the Commission will issue the 
proposals, subject to any amendments arising from the consultation 
with councils, for a 12 week public consultation commencing in July 
2015.  

 
3.2 At present, the Council is divided into 11 wards with 7 wards each 

electing 4 members and the remaining 4 wards each electing 3 
members for a total of 40 elected members on Renfrewshire Council. 
Those arrangements have been in place since the 2007 Local 
Government election which was the first one to elect members to multi-
member wards. 

3.3 The first phase of the current Review of Electoral Arrangements was a 
review of the number of elected members for each council area. 
Members will recall that the proposal consulted on was that the number 
of elected members in Renfrewshire be increased from 40 to 43 and as 
reported to the Leadership Board on 18 February 2015, the 
Commission has retained that proposal following the conclusion of that 
phase of the consultation. 

3.4 The consultation document issued on 19 March 2015, which is 
attached as an Appendix to this report, illustrates the proposals for 
wards in Renfrewshire. For each electoral ward, the Commission 
makes recommendations about its boundary, its name and the number 
of councillors to represent the ward (legislation restricts this to either 3 
or 4 councillors).The main points to note from the consultation paper 
are: 

 The number of wards is increased from 11 to 13. 
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 None of the current wards remain unaltered. 

 There will be 9 wards each electing 3 members and 4 wards 
each electing 4 members. 

 Johnstone has its own single ward. 

 Paisley is given two additional wards and, if Gallowhill is 
included, will be divided between seven wards. In addition, all of 
the wards in Paisley are to be 3 member wards. 

3.5  When reviewing electoral arrangements the legislation requires the 
Commission to take account of the following factors: 

 the interests of effective and convenient local government; 

 within each council, that each councillor should represent the 
same number of electors as nearly as may be; 

 local ties which would be broken by making a particular 
boundary; 

 the desirability of fixing boundaries that are easily identifiable; 
and 

 special geographical considerations. 

3.6  The Commission consultation document states that their proposals for 
the council area: 

 improve overall forecast parity; 

 introduce 2 new wards in Paisley; 

 address forecast disparities in Paisley South West Ward; 

 make changes to ward boundaries throughout the council area to 
align with community council area boundaries; 

3.7  The proposals have been developed using electorate data from 1 
September 2013 and having regard to the likely changes in the number 
of electors by considering forecast electorate counts in 2019. 

4. Commentary 

4.1 As a general comment, the consultation document does not provide a 
great deal of information and is insufficient to enable the council to 
determine all that has been taken into account by the Commission 
when creating the proposals for the new wards. In particular, no 
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indication is given as to how the Commission believes it has applied the 
factors it is required to take into account in the relevant legislation when 
undertaking this exercise. In these circumstances, the council may 
consider that it is not in a position to offer a definitive view on whether 
or not the proposals offer an improvement to the current electoral 
arrangements. However, it is recommended that a response to the 
consultation is issued to cover the points set out in this Section 4 and 
that the Council requests that these points be addressed in the 
consultation documentation issued for the wider public consultation 
later in 2015. 

4.2 The names of some of the thirteen wards in the Boundary Commission 
proposal no longer make reference to some of the well-defined areas of 
population in Renfrewshire that feature in the names of existing wards. 
For example, if the proposed ward names were to be accepted, there 
would no longer be reference to Gallowhill, Ralston, Elderslie, 
Howwood and Kilbarchan. It could also be argued that to reflect the 
importance of the Braehead centre and the recent housing 
developments adjacent to it, the name of Ward 1 should specifically 
refer to Braehead. Finally, in the new Ward 11, Crosslee is not in that 
ward despite being referred to in the ward name. Therefore, it is 
suggested that the response to the consultation should propose the 
following names for some of the wards: 

 Ward 1 Renfrew North and Braehead 

 Ward 2 Renfrew South and Gallowhill 

 Ward 3 Paisley Northeast and Ralston 

 Ward 8 Paisley Southwest and Elderslie 

 Ward 10 Bridge of Weir, Howwood, Kilbarchan and Lochwinnoch 

 Ward 11 Linwood and Craigends. 

4.3 The proposal intends to coordinate the ward boundaries with 
community council boundaries. An analysis of the new ward boundaries 
compared with the 25 community council area boundaries show that 8 
community council areas cross ward boundaries with one community 
council area (Charleston) being split across three wards. The remaining 
17 community council areas are each contained within single wards. 
Therefore, generally there is a reasonably good match between 
community council areas and ward areas. For example, it is clear that 
the proposed new Johnstone Ward is based on the existing community 
council area. 
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4.4 When the Commission was reviewing the number of elected members 
in each council area it decided for the first time to include in the criteria 
it used to determine member numbers the Scottish Index of Multiple 
Deprivation (SIMD) data. The Council supported this approach which 
resulted in the council being allocated three additional members. 
However, this now begs the question whether the allocation of the 43 
members across the newly defined wards achieves the aim of securing 
increased representation for the more deprived communities in 
Renfrewshire. 

4.5 The proposed changes would mean that Renfrewshire’s 60 datazones 
that are part of Scotland 20% most deprived, which are currently 
dispersed over 9 wards will be dispersed over 10 of the new wards. 
Currently, there are five wards with datazones in the 5% most deprived 
in Scotland. However, this will increase to six wards under the 
Boundary Commission’s proposals. The main change is that the current 
Paisley North West ward will be split across two new wards; Paisley 
Northwest and Central and Paisley West. Therefore, as it stands, there 
are four councillors that represent people living in the 5% most 
deprived datazones in Paisley North West whereas under the new 
proposals, these datazones would be represented by six councillors, an 
increase of two.  

4.6 Currently there are eight wards with datazones in the 5-10% most 
deprived in Scotland, although this will decrease under the Boundary 
Commission’s proposals to seven wards. One of the main reasons for 
this is due to the current wards of Johnstone North, Kilbarchan and 
Lochwinnoch and Johnstone South, Elderslie and Howwood being split 
across various proposed wards. The datazones in question would be 
clustered together in the new Johnstone ward. Previously, the majority 
of these datazones had been in Johnstone North, Kilbarchan and 
Lochwinnoch and were represented by three councillors, but under the 
current proposals, they would be represented by four councillors, an 
increase of one. Another change in the boundaries would see the 
Paisley East and Ralston ward split across the proposed wards of 
Paisley East and Paisley Northwest and Central. At present, the areas 
of deprivation in Paisley East and Ralston are represented by four 
councillors, although under the proposed boundaries, there would be a 
total of six councillors representing these datazones, an increase of 
two. 

4.7 The number of wards in Renfrewshire that hold the 10-15% most 
deprived datazones will increase from eight to ten under the Boundary 
Commission proposals. The main change here is due to the current 
Paisley East and Ralston ward being split across the proposed Paisley 
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East and Paisley Northeast wards. At present, the datazones are 
represented by four councillors, but under the proposals this could 
increase to six (three in each of the proposed wards). Another change 
in the wards where people live in the 10-15% most deprived datazones, 
would be that the current Paisley South West ward is anticipated to split 
between the proposed wards of Paisley West and Paisley Southwest. 
At present, people living in these datazones are represented by four 
councillors, while under the proposed new boundaries; a total of six 
councillors will be present across two wards. 

4.8 Overall, it is clear that the 60 datazone that are part of the most 
deprived 20% in Scotland will be dispersed across more wards under 
the Boundary Commission proposals. However, it could be claimed that 
the areas of deprivation are concentrated within proposed wards, rather 
than spread across the local authority. This is due to the number of 
wards in Paisley increasing by two as well as the town of Johnstone 
being represented in its entirety as one ward. Along with the greater 
concentration of deprivation across these areas comes an increase in 
elected representatives.  

4.9 Across Renfrewshire it is proposed to increase the number of 
councillors from 40 to 43, which would see an extra two councillors in 
Paisley, and four councillors for the entire Johnstone area. In each of 
Paisley’s proposed six wards there would be three councillors, meaning 
there would be a range of elected representatives covering the most 
deprived areas. It could therefore be claimed that the proposal will 
result in an increased number of councillors across wards where 
deprivation exists and that the proposal does meet the aim of achieving 
greater representation for deprived communities. 

4.10 In relation the factor in the second bullet point of paragraph 3.5, the 
ideal is that all councillors represent the same number of electors. This 
is referred to as “parity”. Although it is apparent from the Boundary 
Commission document forming the Appendix to this report that this has 
not been possible to achieve, the table at page 4 of the document 
shows the variation from parity in each of the proposed 13 wards using 
the electorate figure from 2013 and the forecast electorate figure for 
2019. Applying those figures would mean that each of the 43 
councillors should represent 3033 electors which translates to each 3 
member ward ideally having 9099 electors and each four member ward 
having 12,132 electors. 

4.11 Based on the 2013 figures this illustrates wards ranging from a 
variation of -8% (over-representation) in Renfrew North to 10% (under 
representation) in Paisley North East. Using the 2019 forecast 
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electorate figures the variation from parity will range from -6% (over –
representation) in Bridge of Weir and Lochwinnoch to 9% (under-
representation) in Paisley Southwest. However, the same table shows 
a 4% variation overall for both 2013 and 2019 figures which indicates 
that a consequence of the proposals is a general under representation 
of electors across Renfrewshire. 

4.12 No information is given by the Commission regarding whether these 
variations fall within a range of acceptable tolerances or whether they 
are typical of the variations across Scotland. Therefore, it is difficult to 
make an informed comment on whether the proposals achieve an 
acceptable level of parity. 

4.13 In relation to whether the proposals will result in the breaking of local 
ties, there is already an example of this in the current arrangements 
with the Gallowhill area which is traditionally regarded as being part of 
Paisley, being included in a ward with Renfrew South. However, it 
could be argued that the new proposals create further examples of this. 
There doesn’t appear any good reason to include Paisley town centre 
with Paisley Northwest and there is no traditional link between Foxbar 
and Elderslie which are combined in the new Ward 8. Elderslie would 
be seen locally as having closer links to Johnstone. Similarly, the 
inclusion of Craigends with Linwood when it is more clearly associated 
with Houston and Crosslee which are both in ward 12 could be seen as 
breaking local ties. In addition, Bridge of Weir has now been included in 
a ward with the villages to the south west such as Lochwinnoch and 
Howwood whereas previously it shared a ward with the villages to the 
north, Langbank and Bishopton. Finally, the proposal sees Erskine 
being split between two wards which again could be seen as breaking 
local ties. 

4.14 In relation to easily identifiable boundaries and geographical 
considerations it is acknowledged that an effort has been made to use 
rivers, railways and main roads as boundaries. However, the 
boundaries between wards 8 and 9 and between wards 9 and 10 are 
difficult to locate by reference to any physical boundaries 

4.15 An analysis has been undertaken of the extent to which the ward 
boundaries reflect the boundaries of the Westminster and Scottish 
Parliamentary constituencies. At present the boundary between the two 
Westminster constituencies cuts across four wards (Wards 3, 4, 9 and 
10). That position remains unchanged under the Boundary Commission 
proposals with the boundary cutting across four of the new wards 
(Wards 3, 4, 8 and 10). 
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4.16 For the three Scottish Parliamentary constituencies that cover the 
Renfrewshire area, the only point of note under the current structure is 
that the line of the Renfrewshire South constituency boundary with 
Renfrewshire North and West constituency splits one ward (Ward 9). 
The new proposals involve Ward 4 being part of both the Paisley and 
the Renfrewshire North and West constituencies. The new Ward 7 
would straddle the Paisley and the Renfrewshire South boundaries and 
the new Ward 10 straddles the Renfrewshire North and West and the 
Renfrewshire South boundary. Accordingly the new proposals result in 
an increased disconnection between ward boundaries and Scottish 
Parliament constituency boundaries 

4.17 The purpose of this part of the review of the Local Government 
Electoral Arrangements is to give local authorities the opportunity to 
comment on the Commission’s proposals ahead of the public 
consultation later in 2015. The public consultation will allow political 
parties and groups as well as individual elected members to submit 
their own comments on the proposals at that stage. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Implications of the Report 

1. Financial – If the proposals are adopted, there will be three additional 
elected members for Renfrewshire who will all be entitled to receive a 
remuneration and expenses. 

 
2. HR & Organisational Development - none 

 
3. Community Planning – none 

 

4. Legal – In terms of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973, the 
electoral boundaries for local authorities must be reviewed every 8 to 
12 years. 

 
5. Property/Assets - none 

 
6. Information Technology - none  

7. Equality & Human Rights -  
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(a) The Recommendations contained within this report have been 
assessed in relation to their impact on equalities and human 
rights. No negative impacts on equality groups or potential for 
infringement of individuals’ human rights have been identified 
arising from the recommendations contained in the report. If 
required following implementation, the actual impact of the 
recommendations and the mitigating actions will be reviewed 
and monitored, and the results of the assessment will be 
published on the Council’s website.  
 

 
8. Health & Safety - None 

9. Procurement - None 

10. Risk - None 

11. Privacy Impact - None 

_________________________________________________________ 

List of Background Papers 
 
(a) Background Paper 1 – Report to the Leadership Board on 2 April 2014- “Local 

Government Boundary Commission for Scotland- Fifth Review of Electoral 
Arrangements. 

(b) Background Paper 2 – Report to the Leadership Board on 18 February 2015 – 
“Local Government Boundary Commission for Scotland- Update on Fifth 
Review of Electoral Arrangements. 
 
The foregoing background papers will be retained within Legal and Democratic 
Services for inspection by the public for the prescribed period of four years from 
the date of the meeting.  The contact officer within the service is Ken Graham, 
Head of Corporate Governance (Ext. 7360). 
 

 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Author    Ken Graham, Head of Corporate Governance (Ext 7360). 
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